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Absolute FreeBSD: The Complete Guide to FreeBSD, 2nd EditionNo Starch Press, 2007
FreeBSD—the powerful, flexible, and free Unix-like operating system—is the preferred server for many enterprises. But it can be even trickier to use than either Unix or Linux, and harder still to master.
Absolute FreeBSD, 2nd Edition is your complete guide to FreeBSD, written by FreeBSD committer Michael W. Lucas. Lucas...
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BSD Sockets Programming from a Multi-Language Perspective (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
BSD Sockets Programming from a Multi-Language Perspective is written  for software developers who need to create a variety of network applications. It  begins by detailing the efficient and effective uses of the BSD Sockets API for  networked application development in multiple languages. From there the BSD API  is covered in detail and...
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Unix Power Tools, Third EditionO'Reilly, 2002
With the growing popularity of Linux and the advent of Darwin, Unix has metamorphosed into something new and exciting. No longer perceived as a difficult operating system, more and more users are discovering the advantages of Unix for the first time. But whether you are a newcomer or a Unix power user, you'll find yourself thumbing through the...
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Learning Unix for OS X Mountain Lion: Using Unix and Linux Tools at the Command LineO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		It’s been a long time since we went through the dramatic transition from Mac OS 9 to
	
		the more complicated and graphically rich world of OS X. Many of you reading this
	
		have never known a Mac interface that wasn’t actually OS X (pronounce that “oh-ess
	
		ten” to sound cool). The biggest change...
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Docker OrchestrationPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Explore the new features added to the core Docker Engine to make multi-container orchestration easy
	
		Leverage tools such as Docker Machine, Swarm, Compose, and third-party tools such as Kubernetes, Mesosphere, and CoreOS to orchestrate containers
	
		Use Docker Compose with Swarm and...
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Migrating from Exchange Server to qmailSkillSoft Press, 2004
This book provides a broad coverage of all the strategic and technical intricacies of migrating an existing Exchange server setup to run on GNU/Linux operating system, using qmail.

qmail is a robust Internet MTA for Unix and Unix-like operating systems. With an ever-increasing popularity of GNU/Linux as a server...
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BSD UNIX Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for FreeBSD, OpenBSD and NetBSDJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Explore a ton of powerful BSD UNIX commands
    This handy, compact guide teaches you to use BSD UNIX systems as the experts do: from the command line. Try out more than 1,000 commands to find and get software, monitor system health and security, and access network resources. Apply the skills you learn from this book to use and...
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Mac OS X Tiger UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
A best-seller that once showed you how to reign in a panther can  now show you how to tame a Tiger. Mac OS X Tiger Unleashed  is the most comprehensive guide to unlocking the full power of Mac  OS X Tiger that you can find. Written by Unix/BSD experts and Mac  users, ...
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The Definitive Guide to PC-BSD (Expert's Voice in BSD)Apress, 2010

	This book is the ultimate reference for both beginners and power users to PC-BSD—the free, easy-to-use operating system based on FreeBSD. Existing power users will learn how to look under the hood and contribute to the global PC-BSD community. PC-BSD is turning into a hassle-free alternative to Linux on the desktop.

	...
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Windows Sockets Network ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 1995
Windows Sockets (WinSock), a standard network API co-developed by PC  network industry leaders including Microsoft, Novell, Hewlett-Packard,  and FTP Software, is an extraordinary resource for Windows network  programmers. This book will enable you to reap WinSock's full benefits  to create client and server network applications for use on any...
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Mac OS X Internals: A Systems ApproachAddison Wesley, 2006
Mac OS X was released in March 2001, but many components, such as Mach and BSD, are considerably older. Understanding the design, implementation, and workings of Mac OS X requires examination of several technologies that differ in their age, origins, philosophies, and roles.

Mac OS X Internals: A Systems...
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The Design and Implementation of the 4.4 BSD Operating System (Unix and Open Systems Series.)Addison Wesley, 1996
This book describes the design and implementation of the BSD operating system--previously known as the Berkeley version of UNIX. Today, BSD is found in nearly every variant of UNIX, and is widely used for Internet services and firewalls, timesharing, and multiprocessing systems. Readers involved in technical and sales support can learn the...
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